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Citizen Courage Award
BSO Fire Rescue Assistant Chief
Todd LeDuc

Citizen Courage Award
Firefighter Ryan Gerwig

By:
Thomas R. Wood
CFO, MIFireE

10 New Firefighters
At a ceremony on November 17th,
we presented badges to our 10 newest firefighters as follows: Jonathan
Aguiar, Ryan Erker, Tyler Zegers,
Andrew Jobe, Anthony DePietto,
Evan Kennedy, Joseph Cassara,
Kristen Morrison, Sebastian Hutcher,
and Samantha Morgan. Please see
the photos on Pages 3 & 4. Please
welcome these new employees into
our family.
Promotions

At the same ceremony on November
17th, we presented a badge and recognized new Fire Prevention Officer
Paula Ursini. Congratulations Paula.
Effective on November 13th, Ranya
Fakih was promoted from Office Assistant II to Secretary. Congratulations to Ranya.

On September 1, 2017, at approximately 7:39PM, Chief LeDuc was offduty, attending a football game at the
Florida Atlantic University Stadium,
777 West Glades Road, Boca Raton,
when a fellow attendee two rows behind him suffered a sudden cardiac
arrest. Chief LeDuc was seated in
the upper area of Section 227. The
patient fell to the row right behind
Chief LeDuc. Within seconds, Chief
LeDuc determined that CPR was
needed and he initiated CPR for approximately 5 to 6 minutes, while our
response personnel on-duty at the
stadium responded. Transporting the
patient down from the stands was
difficult, and he went to Delray Beach
Medical Center, where he made a full
recovery and was released.
We are thankful for Chief LeDuc’s
actions. On November 17, he was
given our “Citizen Courage Award,”
which is inscribed with the following
C.S. Lewis quote: “Courage is not
simply one of the virtues, but the form
of every virtue at the testing point.”
Congratulations Chief LeDuc!

An article published in West Hawaii
Today on November 4, 2017, by
Tiffany DeMasters, tells the story…
(here is the first part of the article):
“KAILUA-KONA — Neighbors on
Oluolu Street in Kona Highlands
were saddened and blown away as
details of a Friday morning house
fire later revealed the body of one of
the residents was found in the
scorched remains of the home. A
man in his mid-50s was discovered
in the downstairs portion of the
house after fire crews had extinguished the blaze.
Hawaii Fire Department first got the
call at 6:10 a.m. When firefighters
arrived on scene, the backside of
the house was engulfed in flames.
Hawaii Fire Battalion Chief John
Whitman said when they first arrived
there was no one reported to be
home at the time. The victim was
found later near where the fire originated, Whitman said. Residents on
the quiet street said it all started at
about 5:45 a.m. Some heard explosions. Others saw a puff of smoke
and flames.
The first responders were Sean Hilla
and his brother, Ryan Gerwig, who
is visiting from out of town. The men
were awake early as they were
prepping for a day trip to Mauna
Kea. Hilla and Gerwig were watching the moon set when the fire
erupted before their eyes at the
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home across the street. “One minute
there was nothing; the next thing –
towering flames,” Hilla said. The
men threw on their shoes and raced
to the house. Hilla yelled: “call 911!”
Gerwig, an off-duty firefighter from
Boca Raton, Florida, kicked in the
front door and did a sweep of the first
floor to make sure no one was
trapped. Hilla said he got some
neighbors to get out garden hoses
and start soaking down the neighboring house. As the brothers went into
the next-door neighbor’s yard to access the back of the house, they
were met with a wall of heat.
“There was no getting in there without jeopardizing our own safety,”
Gerwig said of the downstairs portion of the house. Gerwig and his
brother stepped back once fire crews
arrived. They provided a statement,
then went on to Mauna Kea. “We
were talking all day saying at least
no one was in there,” Hilla said. “I
was telling my brother he was a
hero.” When they got home in the
early evening, they learned of the
fatality. “There was nothing we could
do to save this gentleman’s life,” Hilla
said “Flames were rolling up the
backside of the house,”…”
We are thankful for your off-duty actions and that you didn’t get hurt.
You are hereby awarded our “Citizen
Courage Award,” which is inscribed
with the following C.S. Lewis quote:
“Courage is not simply one of the
virtues, but the form of every virtue at
the testing point.” Congratulations
Ryan!
2017 Toy Delivery Program
Save the Dates

Firefighter Richard Rafalski has set
the Santa Toy Drop for Monday, December 4, 2017, (C Shift) from
5:00PM to 9:00PM at Fire Station 5.
The deliveries will take place on Saturday, December 16th (C Shift) and
Sunday, December 17th (D Shift).
Volunteers are needed for all three
dates. Please call or see Richard to
offer your assistance.
Employee Recognition Picnic
The picnic, which was detailed in our
last Newsletter, has been rescheduled, due to damage from Hurricane Irma, for Wednesday, January
31, 2018 (A Shift) at Spanish River
Park from 11:00AM to 2:00PM.

2017 Hurricane Highlights:
Florida 5 - DMAT
(See 3 photos on page 12)
Firefighter/Driver/Paramedic
Scott
Hauss was deployed by FEMA to
Houston, Texas, from August 29,
2017, to September 4, 2017, as a
part of Florida 5 - DMAT (Disaster
Medical Assistance Team) for the
aftermath of Hurricane Harvey and
then to Puerto Rico from September
27, 2017, to October 13, 2017, for the
aftermath of Hurricane Maria. Thank
you, Scott, for representing us at both
of these disasters. You can view a
video about the setup in Puerto Rico
at:
https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=8kybZfnex8M
Statewide Mutual Aid Response
to the Florida Keys
(See 2 photos on page 13)
Engine 25 with Captain Neil Duffy,
Firefighter/Driver Warren Cann, Firefighter Octavio Quinones, and Firefighter Chris Carr; and Medic 21 with
Lieutenant Robert Parks, Firefighter
Cameron Hartley and Firefighter
Brian Shapins deployed for statewide
mutual aid to the Florida Keys on
September 13, 2017. The units were
split up and had various assignments.
Engine 25 returned on September
17th, after 4 days. Medic 21 returned
on September 20th, after 7 days.

Thank you to these crew members
for volunteering for this duty.
FEMA Ambulance Staging
at Fire Support
(See 4 photos on page 14)
We were contacted by the State
Emergency Operations Center on
September 13, 2017, and asked if
we could host 150 ambulances with
crews for several weeks. They had
been in Houston for Hurricane Harvey and they had been moved to
Orlando ahead of Hurricane Irma’s
landfall. We said “yes” and the ambulances from across the USA
started rolling into Fire Support on
September 14th. They used our Fire
Support Classroom Building as their
Incident Command Post.
They
brought in their own mobile toilets,
showers, mechanics, fuel trucks
and food trucks. The crew members slept in their units or in tents
they brought along. We had a fire
captain on-duty at Fire Support as a
liaison to the Incident Commander
24/7.
Ambulance Strike Teams
(groups of 5) came and went continuously for 9 days, ending September 22nd. In addition to the 150
ambulances, we also staged close
to 80 para-transport vehicles, like
buses, taxis, and mini-buses, along
with single drivers.
Benevolent Association
Collection and Delivery
to the Florida Keys
(See 3 photos on page 13)
Benevolent President Tory Buckman led the charge to collect items
at Fire Station 1 and then deliver
them in a convoy to a warehouse in
Marathon on September 22, 2017.
The hard-hit citizens of Marathon
were very appreciative. Thank you
to all our personnel and extended
family that made this happen!
Have a Happy Thanksgiving,
a Happy Holiday Season
and a Happy New Year!
Until next time…be safe.
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Samantha Morgan

Tyler Zegers

Sebastian Hutcher

Kristen Morrison
Tyler Zegers with plaque
commemorating the Class of 2017

Call of the Quarter—From left to right: BSO Asst. Fire Chief Todd LeDuc, Delray Medical staff, BC Norm Engel,
EMS Capt. Pat Bayne, Capt. Nick Massimino, Lt. Matt Smith, FFD Kevin Sullivan, FFD David DiPierro, FF
Rudy Kerkerian, Delray Medical staff, FF Steven Wright, FF Scott Cannarrozzi, Fire Chief Tom Wood
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the next few months, we will begin
deploying them in the field.
Operations
By:
John Treanor
Assistant Chief

Hurricane Irma
I want to thank everyone for their
dedication and hard work during Hurricane Irma. The increased call volume following the storm was substantial; however, thanks to everyone’s abilities and judgment, we
were able to provide our services to
the citizens with ease. In addition, we
were able to support the State of
Florida and FEMA by providing EMS
staging for counties needing EMS
units and personnel that were heavily
damaged by the storm.

Reporting System
On November 1st, we switched to a
new report writing system. The software took over a year to customize
to our department’s workflow.
Change can be difficult, but I am
pleased with all the support and work
everyone has put in to make this project go as smoothly as possible.
Please send suggestions to the EMS
Division if you find something you
feel can be changed to make your
job more efficient. Since we went
live, over 30 changes have been
made from the input provided by
those using the software at BRFRS.
Medic 1 and Medic 5 have been field
testing iPads with the new software.
The feedback received has been
extremely positive. Based on this
feedback, we have ordered iPads to
replace our current hardware. Over

Promotional Exams
Congratulations to all those who participated in the Firefighter/Driver and
Battalion/Division Chief promotional
process. It is future leaders, like yourselves, that make this department
great. With every promotional exam
cycle comes shift moves. Those with
new shift assignments have already
been notified. They will bid stations
and take vacation picks on their new
shift.

Administrative
Services
By:
Patrick Rea
Assistant Chief
New Hires
10 Firefighter/Paramedic new hires
are completing their orientation training and are starting shift assignments
on November 20th. The Training Division is completing a 7-week Fire
and Medical training program, which
began their orientation to Boca Raton
Fire Rescue standards. A big thank
you to every member who participated in their orientation training.
Shift orientation begins the next important phase of a year-long probationary training program that will com-

plete the initial training of our new
hires. The dedication of each crew
member involved molds Boca standards into each one of our new employees.
Firefighter/Paramedic Applications
have been reopened to add additional qualified candidates to our
current testing process so that we
can fill anticipated vacancies.

Promotional Process
The Promotional Eligibility Lists for
Battalion/Division Chief and Firefighter/Driver have been posted.
Congratulations to all who participated and have completed the long
and tedious process. I look forward
to seeing everyone start the step-up
process and begin performing the
duties that you trained for. Remember that the process does not end
with the exam; look towards your
mentors and always ask questions
as you learn new tasks. My door is
always open to give assistance or
find the answers to your questions.
Please look for the upcoming Lieutenant and Senior Fire Inspector
promotional exam postings soon
and start preparing yourself now.
Training Documentation
Remember to forward all education,
certifications, and technical training
documentation to Suzanne Dickens
in the Training Division at sdickens@myboca.us.
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New Radio System
The new Public Safety P25 radio
system will be rolling out over the
next few months. Operations and
Administration have started receiving
updated mobile radios. Portable radio training and distribution will be
occurring at the end of November
and the first week of December.
Everyone will receive training on the
new talk-groups setup, a brief overview and education on the new system, the radio components, and differences from our current radios.
The radios are programed to operate
on the old and new system to accommodate the transition to the P25
system.

Education is knowledge; training is
proficiency; proficiency and safety
are synonymous. Prepare yourself
for the next alarm so that everyone
returns home.

ues in our personal and professional
lives.
As you are aware, our Organizational Values are fundamental for
all things in which we are associated. So I want to take this opportunity to reflect upon our core values.
These values include; Communication, Compassion, Ownership, Respect and Service.

Respect: It is through mutual respect, acknowledgement of our
diversity, and a caring attitude
that the Boca Raton Fire Rescue
Services Department succeeds in
accomplishing its overall mission
of excellence. It is a privilege to
be recognized as leaders in delivering quality emergency and nonemergency services to the community.

Communication: We communicate
with ownership in what we say,
compassion in how we say it, and
respect for all. The components of
active listening and timely feedback are vitally important to successful communications.

Compassion: Genuine compassion
is applied to everything we do.
Each encounter should have a lasting
positive impression. Care and concern is used in our treatment of
those we serve, as well as each
other.

Service: We recognize that providing outstanding service in a positive, professional, and safe manner produces superior results.
The service provided is more than
the essentials to the public, to the
organization, and to our personnel.
Service responsibilities include
investing in the members of our
department.
Thank you for embracing these values and for your commitment to our
organization and the community we
serve. I wish you and your family a
warm and enjoyable holiday season.

Planning
The Garden Club Ornament has
arrived! This year’s ornament is
to celebrate Boca Raton Regional
Hospital’s 50th anniversary. The
cost is $18.00; contact Joanne
Barnes at 561-982-4039 to purchase.

By:
John Luca
Assistant Chief

Organizational Values should set
the tone for how we treat each other
and
the
public
we
serve.
They must be more than just mere
words hanging on a wall in Fire Administration or the fire stations
throughout the community. These
words must come to life in each and
every one of us. While none of us
are perfect, we must do our very best
every single day to apply these val-

Ownership:
This
organization
takes ownership in its members,
and in turn we ask that our members take ownership in the organization. We are proud of our personnel, and their accomplishments. We are accountable for our
weaknesses and see them as an
opportunity for growth and innovation.
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November
Pat Kelly
Thomas Carroll
Michael Francis
Brian Ward
Michael Young
Mario Eaton
Dave Rosenthal
Maverick Daughtrey
Joseph Gandolfo
Joseph Germano
Ryan Gerwig
Kyle Graham
Aaron Hyde
Randy Prokos
Tyler Rochefort
John Schiano
Jonathan Taylor
Kylee Andrews
Mark Bruschi
Christopher Carr
Sean Gantner
Alexandra Gray
Gerald Hagin
Cameron Hartley
Sara Jacobson
Rudy Kerkerian
Patrick Madden
Olen Price
David Rivera
Raquel Stout

30
27
20
20
19
13
11
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Craig Ashley
Thomas Black
Yarelis Buigues
Jordan Burnett
David Cuba
Matthew DiCerbo
Dustin Ducasse
Joshua Hecker
Brandon Indiviglio
Luke Lawson
Michael Lesmes
Charles Moore
Peter Nunez
James Rodriguez
Joseph Sessa
Matthew Sternfeld
Cody Szeto
Michael Tozzo
Rodney Tumbleston
Reed Webster

14
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

January
Randy Hunsinger
Gary Keidel
Bob Lemons
Michelle Murphy
Gerry O’Brien
Gary Swedenborg
Doug Webb
Shaun Fix
Lenny Marraffino
Jeff Matheson
Jay Sumner

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
28
28
27
21

December
Brett Lea
Joseph Majhess
Harry Lintner, III
Matt Welhaf
Andrea Entus
Jordan Flaschner
Brian Shapins
Robert Cervi
Christopher Burden
John Elliott
Joe Ildefonso
Chad Kozloski
Patrick Lao
Brian Marlen

34
26
20
16
15
15
15
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

Christmas, Monday, December 25

Hanukkah, Tuesday, December 12

Logistics &
Support
By:
Michael LaSalle
Assistant Chief

Hello!
from the Logistics & Support Team!
Ladder Truck
John Patfield and I have just returned from Columbus, Ohio, for the
final inspection of our new Sutphen
SL75 ladder truck (attached photos). The truck is gorgeous and offers many new updated features
since the last ladder truck we purchased back in 2011 (TR-4). The
truck is being driven down and we
will begin the process of mounting
all the equipment. After completion
by the shop, we will be training the
department on the new features.
Without any unforeseen issues, I
expect the truck to be in service by
mid-January or so.

Special Event Vehicle
The other “work in progress” that we
are working on is a new special
event vehicle for FAU games,
downtown events, parades, etc. We
hope to finalize this vehicle very
soon and get it ordered. Also in the
pipeline, is a new brush truck to replace BR-4. We are finalizing the
specifications and hope to go out to
bid very shortly. The new Globe
bunker gear has been ordered and
we expect this large order to arrive
in mid-January. Lastly, we are going
out for bid on three Jon Boats that
the department could use for swift
water rescue or possible flooding,
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should the need arise.
The work orders that you have been
sending in have been very well received. The accurate nature in which
you have been describing the repairs
needed or broken item(s) have been
much better than in the past. Keep
up the good work, as this makes our
job much easier to adequately complete the work order.

residential project is One South
Ocean. This structure will be built on
the southwest corner of A1A and Palmetto Park Road.

By:
Jeffrey Rupp
Division Chief

As always, give us a call if you’re in
need of anything.

Fire &
Life Safety
By:
Matt Welhaf
Assistant Chief
Hello All,
Adult Congregate Living Facilities
Since our last newsletter, a number
of new projects have been approved
by the City Council. Two Adult Congregate Living Facilities (ACLFs)
were approved. One will be located
at 375 East Royal Palm Road in the
downtown area, and the other will be
built on Congress, just south of the
Boca Raton/Delray Beach line. We
currently have thirteen of these kinds
of facilities in Boca Raton.

Greetings again
from the Training Division!
Additionally, Via Mizner Phases 2 and
3, located at South Federal Highway
and Camino Real, continue to move
through the planning and building
process. Phase 2 will be a condominium project, and when Phase 3 is
completed, Boca Raton will be the
new home of the renowned Mandarin
Oriental Hotel. These are just a few
of the projects making their way Planning and/or Building approval.
New Fire Prevention Officer
Finally, please welcome Firefighter
Paula Ursini to the Fire & Life Safety
Division as our newest Fire Prevention Officer. Paula will be an excellent addition to our team. She has
worked hard toward this achievement, and has both Fire Inspector II
and Arson Investigator II certifications. She is very excited about this
opportunity.
Please stay safe during the upcoming
Thanksgiving Holiday.

Thursday
November 23, 2017
200 Mizner and One South Ocean
Also, City Council approved two new
high-rise residential projects. One is
200 Mizner, which is located, ironically, at 200 Mizner Boulevard. The
structure will have a common-area
parking garage and amenities area,
with three residential high-rise towers. The other approved high-rise

Training

First and foremost, congratulations
to the new hire group of December
2016. It has been a long probationary year…. Hold on tight, get ready,
cause time will now speed by! Continue to shine and please pass on
your knowledge.
New Hires and Training Videos
The newest group of new hires is
now at the stations. Please give the
time needed to prepare them for
success. To help with the training
and testing of new hires, the Training Division is in the process of creating training videos. These videos
will help with consistency of training.
They will showcase how probationary employees were taught the
skills they will be tested upon. The
videos will only be accessible from
computers on the “city network.” To
access the videos, go to the Video
(V:) Drive, then click “DF- Fire Rescue,” followed by “Training,” then
“New Hire Instructional.” Once this
video series is complete, we will be
adding other videos as time and
needs permit.
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Live Fire Training
We have begun Live Fire Training at
Palm Beach State College. This
training has been a long time coming. It began the first Monday in November and will continue, on most
Mondays, until mid-April of 2018.
Each shift has been assigned four
Mondays, in an attempt to get all personnel through it. Please make it a
priority to clean your bunker gear as
soon as possible following this training. The toxic materials, following
fires, which remain on our gear, ARE
KNOWN CARCINOGENS.

the hands-on evolution. The evolutions will be done over the course of
two months. They will be completed
at the Fire Support Training facility.
At the end of two months, a new evolution/drill will be assigned. The first
NFPA 1410 evolution assignment will
consist of a hydrant hook-up, and
flowing an attack and back-up hose
line.

Company Level Training
Please do not forget about company
level training.
Station personnel
know the needs of the personnel at
that station better than anyone.
Please do your diligence to ensure
that you, and your crew, are ready
when called upon.
Please remember that we are all
SAFETY OFFICERS, whether it be
on the fire scene, at the station, or off
-duty, please look after one another.
Until next time, be safe!

Target Solutions Assignments
The Training Division, following the
first of the year, will be assigning all
Company Officers a TargetSolutions
assignment. This assignment will be
video-based and it will provide information about a NFPA 1410 evolution. These TargetSolutions assignments will review the evolution in
detail including hose lines, flow rates,
and time limits. The TargetSolutions
assignments were not made specifically for Boca Raton Fire Rescue
and, therefore, some of the terminology may be slightly different. Please
do not let these subtle differences
deter you from the main goals of the
evolutions, safe and efficient fire
ground operations/drills. Once the
station officer is comfortable with the
evolution, a time may be scheduled,
with the Battalion Chief, to complete

EMS
By:
Michael Davanzo
Division Chief

Hello Everyone,
Hopefully, all of you had an exciting
and successful summer. Now that
Fall is upon us, we must gear up for
the upcoming season. Our great city
will get much busier with seasonal
residents and visitors. We also have

the upcoming holiday season, which
brings more people into the city and
makes for a much more exciting
time of year.
ImageTrend
The EMS Division is very excited
about the new medical report and
NFIRS writing software, Image
Trend Elite, that was rolled out during the month of November. We
appreciate everyone’s commitment
and dedication to this project. Our
focus will now turn to some new
changes in equipment coming in the
near future. We will also focus on
relevant and positive training for our
paramedics, as well. I am confident
everyone will be pleased with some
new equipment changes that are on
the horizon.

New Hires
The 10 probationary Fire Fighters
all passed the EMS portion of their
final phase testing. Please congratulate them on a job well done.
The EMS Division was very impressed and pleased with the skills
and knowledge that they displayed.
This is a testament to the great
work by the Lieutenants, Captains,
Battalion Chiefs, and the Fire Fighters who assisted with their training.
I appreciate your hard work and
dedication to the Department. Their
success thus far would not have
been possible without your guidance and commitment.
Competition Teams
The ALS Competition teams have
been busy and doing extremely
well. Our Boca A Team won first
place at the Temple Terrace ALS
completion held this month. Please
extend your congratulations to Captain Jeff Lazzeri, Lt. Robert Parks,
and Lt. Shea Miller for their extraor-
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dinary work and dedication to their
craft. Our Boca B Team also did well,
placing in the top ten at 9th place.
Please congratulate them when you
see them. The EMS Division is very
proud of the competition teams’ success and we look forward to seeing
them succeed in future events.

Administration
By:
David Woodside
Deputy Chief

Congratulations to our ten new employees that completed their sevenweek orientation training. Thank you
to the instructors and Training Division for making the required adjustments to have a successful training
session. This group was able to accomplish more in a seven-week training period than ever before.
I want to wish all of you a very happy
and healthy holiday and New Year.
Best regards and be safe,

Bunker Gear
The fiscal year is off to a busy start
with getting projects moving forward.
In spite of Hurricane Irma, we have
been able to get bunker gear ordered

for everyone, with an expected delivery in February. Part of the Ballistic Protection order has arrived
and Captain McBrien is developing
the training and SOPs for those new
pieces of equipment.
Rescue Training Classes
Three Technical Rescue Training
classes have been scheduled
through PBSC, to provide advance
knowledge and skills in technical
rescue.
Forcible Entry Training
Props for the training site have been
ordered. Even as we move forward
with this year’s projects, we are beginning the planning process for
next year.
As you plan and go through the
Holiday Season, remember that,
historically, this is the busiest time
of the year for fires. Enjoy your
family, but keep safety in mind.
Happy Thanksgiving
and Happy Holidays!

Bob Lemons, Public Information Officer
Hurricane Irma
As we watched the estimated path of Hurricane Irma - a huge Category 5 storm - place the eastern coast of Florida
directly in its crosshairs, our firefighters did what we always do. We helped each other. Several individuals, who had
converted their windows to hurricane windows, gave out their old shutters; others provided plywood and assisted with
boarding up homes. Then, as with Hurricane Matthew, we received that 11 th hour reprieve, and the storm passed to
the south and west of us. What could have been a locally catastrophic event turned into several days without power.
Not so for our neighbors to the south.
Within hours of the storm’s passing and the extent of the damage suffered in the lower Keys beginning to be known,
a strike team consisting of resources from various South Florida fire departments was ready to respond, with members of Boca Raton Fire Rescue Services taking part. We sent a team of 4 firefighters on an engine and 3 firefighters
on an advanced life support rescue to assist. These strike team members were told they would need to be selfsufficient for at least 72 hours, and possibly longer, depending on where they were assigned. (Cont’d on Page 9)
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unusable, due to storm damage, so
the County Council Chambers were
converted to an EOC. The National
Guard set up satellite trucks for communication needs.

Once they arrived, they found many
roads impassable. Roads were either
covered with sand and debris or
washed away completely in some
areas. Our firefighters; Capt. Neil
Duffy, Lt. Robert Parks, FFD Warren
Cann, FF Chris Carr, FF Brian
Shapins, FF Cameron Hartley, and
FF Octavio Quinones, working together with other agencies, cleared
downed
trees
and
conducted
searches of homes in an effort to
identify any injured and get them the
help they needed. All telephone/911
service for the lower Keys was out of
service for several days until back-up
systems were able to be placed
online. Fire and rescue crews were
advised when there was a need for
service by a police officer stopping
by the station or a citizen knocking
on the door.

Several days after the strike team
was deployed, another call for assistance came from Monroe County.
The county has a single Public Information Officer who was attempting to
handle all the various forms of information needed to be given out after
the storm. Again, Boca Raton Fire
Rescue Services were able to answer the call for help. Myself, and 9
other public information officers from
across the state, were placed on a 7day deployment to assist Monroe
County and their citizens in dealing
with this disaster. The formal EOC
(Emergency Operations Center) was

The PIO desk was a 4x8 piece of plywood placed on sawhorses in the
back corner of the room. From here,
we would gather information from the
various EOC sections and then disseminate it out over Monroe County’s
social media sites, such as Facebook, Twitter, and a specific “Keys
Recovery” website. While several of
us would post and answer questions
via social media, others would conduct radio and television interviews,
or drive to the various aid/relief centers to ensure they were still operating in the same location.

leaving in 7-10 days, I was responsible for getting the right information
to the citizens who make the Keys
their home.

Irena Elmstrom
Boca Raton Fire Rescue Services
Firefighter/Paramedic Irena Elmstrom brought home three US National Champion titles in the female
relay, female tandem, and co-ed
tandem divisions in the Firefighter
Combat Challenge in Texas on October 3 – October 5. For those who
are unfamiliar with it, the Firefighter
Combat Challenge is an obstacle
course where firefighters race
through 5 stages, wearing 50
pounds of firefighting gear. It is
billed as the “toughest two minutes
in sports” because of the amount of
work the body does in such a short
amount of time!
In Montgomery, Alabama this year,
from October 19th- 24th, Irena and
her teammates competed in the
Firefighter Combat Challenge World
Championship and gave another
great showing. Although no records
were broken this time, Irena walked
away with a silver medal in the female relay.

Although our primary task was gathering and providing information, we
still took time to stop and talk with
people, help move a heavy branch, or
stop at a local business to buy something or get a meal, as they started to
reopen. It became very clear that although my uniform said “Boca Raton
Fire Rescue,” I was the face of Monroe County when I was out speaking
to the public. Even though I would be

Fire Incidents
During the post-Irma clean up, utility
crews were doing their best to restore electrical service to homes
and businesses. An unfortunate
side effect to this was that, several
times, broken electrical lines were
energized, resulting in the materials
these lines were in contact with igniting and the resulting fires causing
damage. Remember to treat any
downed powerline as if it were energized and report it as soon as possible.
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Join us for an afternoon of fun and education as Fire Rescue Services and Police Services, with
the City of Boca Raton, coordinate efforts to bring you the very first Public Safety Expo 2018!

Smoke Detectors
Save Lives
Thomas R. Wood, CFO, MIFireE
Fire Chief
Boca Raton Fire Rescue Services
6500 Congress Avenue, Suite 200
Boca Raton, FL 33487-2851

